
3/23/20  

1. I hope you had a great weekend! 

 

2. Click here to hear today’s assignments https://www.wevideo.com/view/1620869405. 

 

3. Please make sure you take a picture or video in ClassDojo of each assignment as you finish 

it! 

 

4. PLEASE JOIN ME ON ZOOM TODAY!  I WILL BE ON FROM 10:30 - 12:00.  PLEASE MAKE 

SURE YOU ARE ON AT 11:00!  https://zoom.us/j/522669551. 

 

5. Daily Reading Comprehension (1 page)  If you had difficulty, please go back in the passage and 

underline the answers.  TAKE A PICTURE OF IT IN CLASSDOJO!  Make sure to check my 

comments after you post. 

 

6. Fluency Poem: read Minecraft Mike.  On Mondays, we read through our new poem and mark 

ending marks in red (.?!) and pausing marks in yellow (,:;). 

 

7. Reading Workshop: Click here https://www.wevideo.com/view/1620869405 to watch today’s video of 

our Reading Mini Lesson on how character change leads to the lesson learned in the story. 

a. Strategy: Character Change leads to lessons learned 

● What is the character like in the beginning? 

● Why is the character like that?  

● Then, how did the character change? 

● What caused the change? 

● In the end, how is the character different from the beginning? 

● Ask - What am I learning about an idea or message based on the change? 

           b.  As you read today continue to track your characters and how they are changing.  You should   

                     be finishing The Bailey School Kids Vampires Don’t Play Soccer for tomorrow.  Read over   

                     how your characters changed and identify a lesson you learned. 

 

8. Daily Language Review: please complete one page and have an adult check it.  Please fix any 

mistakes then take a picture of it in Classdojo. 

 

9. Math: Lesson 14.5 Measure Liquid Volume 

a. Mathematicians, on Friday, we began learning about liquid measurement. Remember, when 

we are talking about liquids we use the word capacity which is how much liquid a container 
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can hold. For example, my water bottle can hold 1 liter or 1,000 milliliters. On Friday, we 

estimated, today we are going to be doing some real measuring.  

b. We are skipping the solve and share today. Please watch the video where I explain how to 

do today’s work.  

■ https://youtu.be/UTkHXLEd-qA  

c. Now watch the 14.5 Visual Learning that is assigned on Pearson, you can follow along on 

page 764.  

d. Complete the Lesson 14.5 Google Form on classroom to show your work. 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfZLRbd4_wA78-sYYauFNpJXuf2fA40zivX

oi6CNFX1KwFNBw/viewform?usp=sf_link  (follows pg. 765 almost exactly)  

e. Complete the Quick Check that I assigned through Pearson. 

f. Fact Practice on Freckle AND XtraMath! 

 

10. Word Study: please go on Freckle and complete the Word Study Assignment I assigned. 

Here is the link you can click 

https://student.freckle.com/#ela/assignments/word-study/44591016 or go to Freckle on your 

bookmarks. 
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